Host SM_Greg says:
RECAP: The crew of the U.S.S. Ideot has been ordered to investigate what appears to be a ghost ship, the U.S.S. Green
Host SM_Greg says:
RECAP: The crew must figure out why the ship was suddenly abandoned, what figure out what has happened to her crew
Host SM_Greg says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Fun Mission, "A Ghostly Affair" >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
:: Mouth begins to water::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::hovering over the human CO::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: walks through the door of the ready room and sits in the captain's chair ::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::walks through the ceiling ::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::yawns as he climbs up the Jeffries tube::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::looks at the human CO and whispers in his ear:: CO: Hall, I am your father.
CO Hall says:
:: Takes out tricorder and begins scanning.:: All: Let's find out what happened here. :: His hackles begin to rise as he feels a presence near him.::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
:: makes him invisible::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Waddles through Main Engineering shouting down the nearest Jefferies tube:: EO: CADET!?
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::grabs the CO's tricorder and lifts it into the air still invisible::
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::is blonde:: Console: Stupid thing... just work...  ::shakes her head in very ditzy fashion, whining:: Why can't the technology do everything for me like it’s  supposed to...
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::bangs head:: Self: OUCH !!! What ????  ::looks down the tube:: I mean Yes Sir.. .I mean What Sir
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::hovers in circles around the CO holding the tricorder eye level to him::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::sees the EO in one of the Jeffries tubes::
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::catches her reflection in the metal of the console and does a quick check to make sure she's still 36-24-36::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
EO: Check the Transmorgriphyer while you’re at it! Then get your skinny behind over to Confibulator and make sure it's calibrated! HOP! HOP!
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: watches Concord and shakes her head ::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::tries to climb down and falls down the tube:: AAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRGGGHH !
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
Self: Just think I use to be so logical and now I am so illogical.
CO_Hall says:
:: Reacts as he hears the voice and sees the tricorder lift.:: All: What is going on. ::Looks at tricorder:: Air: Is someone here? My father?
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::looks at Ghost_CO:: G_CO: Hey it is fun ::talking so only ghosts can hear::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::sees the EO fall right through him and follows the EO::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::whispers back in Hall's ear:: CO: I am here my daughter.
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::giggling:: CO: Who are you talking to? ::makes the "L" with her fingers and mutters under her breath:: Loser!
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
EO: You hear me BOY? ::glares in exasperation into the Jeffries Tube::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::Materializes:: EO: Buh ::dematerializes::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: dematerializes ::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::picks himself of floor and sees ghost:: Arrrgh.. ::screams louder than the first::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::creates a big cloud of smoke and fogs up the Jeffries tube around the EO::
CO_Hall says:
:: Grabs the tricorder and feels the resistance, Adjusts the dial and scans again.:: Being: Let go of that. Who are you?
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: goes over and pushes a few buttons to turn the lights off ::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
EO: I KNOW you don't want me to come down there! ::Eyes the Jeffrey tube and wonders if she'd even fit::
Host SM_Greg says:
ACTION: All the lights on the U.S.S. Green go out
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::hears someone yelling and gets as exasperated as her limited IQ will allow:: Self: Like, why are they, like screaming and like, stuff!  They're like hurting my ears!
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::let’s go of the tricorder and picks up the CO and lifts him into the air::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
CEO: You see that... ::screams as the lights go out:: Arrrgh.. Now what ??
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Looks around as the lights go out:: Self: Oh Lord have mercy! Now what?
CO_Hall says:
:: Rises off the floor.:: Ghosts: Please Put me down and turn those lights back on.
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: goes over and messes with a few more buttons to stop the TL's ::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::Sees the head of the CEO turns into a neon yellow and materializes next to the CEO:: CEO: Buhh.... ::dematerializes::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::makes his hand visible to the CO showing a phaser that is part of his hand:: CO: Do you want to live?
Host SM_Greg says:
ACTION: The Ghost_CNS's phaser turns into a water pistol
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Eyes bulge:: Gonzales: EEEEEEEEEK! Help Me! Intruder!
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::catches the glimmer of the phaser through the darkness:: Air: Don't shoot that thing in here!  It'll mess up my hair!!  ::whining::
CO_Hall says:
:: Sees the phaser.:: Ghost: Yes. I would like to stay among the living. What happened here?
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::sprays the CO in the face:: CO: You bore me. ::drops him on the floor from 2 feet in the air:: CO: And heavy.
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
CEO: Seee... what I tell ya ?
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: floats through ceilings and wall to the Jefferies tubes and spies Fingers ::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::flies through some walls and finds the XO::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::shivers in the dark::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::materializes behind the CEO and uses a light electrostatic shock that tickles the CEO::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Shrinks against the wall:: EO: Make it go AWAY! EEEEEEEEEEK!
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::is trying to get the computer to work again:: Computer: Like, turn the lights back on!  I can't see my mirror from here.... come on, pretty pleeeeaaase!???
CO_Hall says:
:: Lands on his "bum" and utters a mild expletive.:: Ghost: Ouch!
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: materializes in front of Fingers, glowing ::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Begins to Guffaw hysterically at the tickling::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::blinks and looks at the ghost:: Belyeu: Wow... you're gorgeous !!
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::materializes in front of the XO looking just like the CO, flesh and everything:: XO: Report.
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Desperately trying to keep her bladder under control:: EO: Hel... Hel... HEP ME!
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::in a voice with echo effect:: CEO: What are you doing here ....
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
Fingers:  Thanks.  :: smiles ::
CO_Hall says:
All: Anyone else experiencing strange occurrences?
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
GhostImpersonatingCO ::doesn't know it's not really him:: This stupid thing doesn't like me... ::whining:: and my hair is ruined and my uniform is wrinkled and I need to go to the mall!!!
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::hears the CEO scream but is mesmerized my the gorgeous ghost:: Belyeu: Ummm... you like have a boyfriend ?
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::looks at the CO, then back at the ghost in front of her:: Wait...   you're here, and here.... oh my god!  I'm seeing double!  I must have ESPN!!!
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::walks up to the XO and starts to play with her hair:: XO: Oh well, maybe we should go to the CO's Ready Room and talk.
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::pouting at the ghost whom she still thinks is the CO:: I can't, my hair's all messy...  I look horrible... ::pouting and whining::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Trundles off at full stream through engineering:: All: Hep Me! Hep Me!
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::turns into a hooded figure with a sigh::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
Fingers:  I am the Captain of a Starship.  I have no love but my ship.
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
CEO: I am here to collect ....
CO_Hall says:
XO: I'm right over here. And no it's not ESPN.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
XO: Its ok I'll.... ::starts to turn Into a woman with snakes all over her head:: XO: BOO!
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
Belyeu: Wow... A ghost Captain... this like your ship ?
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::Screams::: Oh no! Poisonous! AAHHHH!! Get away! Get away! Get away!  ::runs and hides behind the CO:: CO: Help me, I have ESPN and I don't want it anymore!!!!
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Falls into the Tubolifts gasping for breath and fanning her self furiously:: Computer: BRi... bridge!
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::whimpering::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::looks at the CO and XO:: Self: Cute couple, now maybe I could, Yes. ::turns invisible and dematerializes and then materializes in the weapons chamber, he then finds a rope and materializes back where the CO and XO are still invisible::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::stops the TL from moving:: CEO: You can run but you can't hide ... hahaha....
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
Fingers:  Well....duh!
CO_Hall says:
All: Let's find out what happened here. If you garner anything useful, so be it, but let’s get to the bottom of this.
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::cowering behind Hall::  CO: That things scary...  I don't think it's just ESPN anymore....
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::grabs the rope and ties the CO and XO together and takes their comm badges::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::blinks:: Belyeu: I got an idea.... you can like kill the rest of the crew... I'll command the living .. You the dead.... that sound like a good plan ?
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
*CO* Captain! Captain! We've been infected by Ghosts!
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::finds herself up close and personal with the CO - notices he has really cute eyes and hopes her hair looks alright::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::sends an electric shock through the CO's and XO's badges breaking them::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
Fingers:  You definitely need some counseling.  I'll get my counselor.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::hears his name from far away:: Ghosts: Was a Counselor called?
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::smiles and takes control of the CEO's left hand and taps the combadge with it::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
*GH_CNS*:  Get down here, I got a good one for you.
CO_Hall says:
*CEO*: Ghosts? All: I suggest we try to find a way of protecting ourselves or eliminating their manifestations.
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: floats back to the bridge and finds the CO ::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::turns his hands to clippers and cuts the XO's hair to her ears::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO:  What are you doing on my ship?
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Faints at the ghostly hand::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::watches the Ghost CO disappear and sniff::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::leaves the CEO alone since she is passed out::
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::feels something strange and looks down at her gorgeous blond hair, now in locks on the floor - forgetting that she's tied to the CO and thus screams in his ear:: MY HAIR!!!!!!!!!!
CO_Hall says:
Ghost CO: We came here to find out what befell you and your crew.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::makes himself look the XO currently and lets her see him:; XO: Do not hate me because I am beautiful.
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO:  Do you REALLY want to know?  :: smiles ::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
~~~Ghost CO: Come on do not ruin the fun yet, scare him.~~~
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Dreams of chocolate in her happy place::
CO_Hall says:
:: Reels from the XO's scream.::
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
Ghost_CNS: You monster!!!  ::tries to lunge for him, but again forgets that she's tied up and ends up knocking herself and the CO to the floor::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::floats to the EO:: EO there you are ::still in a hooded form::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Sweet, rich, gooey Cho-co-late! hmmmm!::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
XO: It's not my fault I am gorgeous.
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::is thrashing about, trying to get to the one who ruined her hair, but only succeeds in minorly injuring herself and the CO who are both now on the floor::
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::tied up still::
CO_Hall says:
:: Lands with a thump.:: Ghosts CO: Please make him stop.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::looks at the ghost CO:: ~~~GHOST CO: So can we play with them?~~~
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
Ghost_FCO: Ahh.. not another one... you gorgeous like the Captain too ?
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: makes herself look like a rabid giant llama ::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Wakes up and looks quickly around in alarm... then relaxes as she sees she's alone::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::turns himself into the CO:: CO/XO: Now I am cute.
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
EO: I am not gorgeous ...I am the Grimm reaper ....
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Carefully she sneaks out of the Turbo lift and waddles on down the corridor to weapons control::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::shows the skeleton like hand to the EO::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::walks up to the XO and gives her a big kiss on the lips::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
XO: Yummy.
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::blinks:: Ghost_FCO: Ummm.... right.... ::walks backwards:: I see you are quite busy.. .I must be going now.. have a good.. .Ummm.. haunting.... ::climbs up the Jeffries tube::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: licks the CO on the face and disappears ::
XO_Cmdr_Jacen says:
::recoils and spits:: EEWWWW!!!!! Ghost cooties!!!! Ew, gross, gross, gross!
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::breaks out in laughter:: EO: you can run .... but you can't hide ....
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::straightens his ghost uniform showing his 3 pips as the glow::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::sings softly to herself:: Self: I seen the light of the comin' of the Lord! ::Enters Weapons control and accesses the phaser setting console::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: floats down and sneaks up on Oprah and shoot her with an energy bolt ::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
Ghost_FCO: I can sure as hell TRY... ::climbs faster::
CO_Hall says:
:: Is almost unconscious from the fall. Feels the tongue of the ghost manifestation of a llama and comes to .::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
*CO* Captain! EEEEEEEK! ::jumps at being zinged by the bolt::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::flies up to the controls and tries making the lights on the ship flash::
XO_Cmdr_Barbie says:
::is still spitting and yelling about the ghost kissing her::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::makes the steps of the ladder disappear above and below the EO::
CO_Hall says:
:: Is being battered by the XO's thrashing.::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: giggles ::
XO_Cmdr_Barbie says:
::Self:: He ruined my hair! and then he kissed me!! how RUDE!!! ::huffs and whines some more::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: gets in front of Oprah, still looking like a llama, and licks her whole face ::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Loses the last vestiges of her bladder control and creates a puddle on the floor:: *CO* Oh Lord Captain! Anyone on the Bridge!
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::appears back in front of the XO:: XO: Wasn't that great? ::disappears and reappears in front of CEO Oprah::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::grabs for the rung that is not there:: Self: Uh Oh..... ::suspended in mid air for a moment and whimpers::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::falls down the Jeffries tube::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
CEO: Hi. ::hands her a microphone:: CEO: Can you scream yet?
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::catches the EO but inverts his eye sight ::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
CEO: I think the people on the bridge are all tied up. ::laughs::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Turns away from the Llama and horridly begins to reconfigure the settings for the phasers:: *EO* Cadet! CADET! Do ya'all her Me?
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: floats back to the bridge and makes the lights flicker on and off ::
Host SM_Greg says:
ACTION: Lights on ship flash
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::puts the EO down safely but up is down and vice versa::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::hangs in the Jeffries: *CEO* Ummm... Yes Ma'am.. I do Ma'am
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::looks at the CEO ignoring him so he sends a zap of electric energy to her butt making her uniform split in two::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
CEO: Thank the Lord! Get your skinny behind down to Main Engineering and patch in the replicators to the phaser arrays! ::Tries desperately to ignore the ghost::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: talks in a deep echoing voice :: All on the bridge: Leave this place.  You corporal beings are not wanted here.  :: makes chain noises ::
CO_Hall says:
:: Works at loosening the rope and freeing himself .::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::flies in front of Oprah:: CEO: No you didn't! ::grabs her and lifts her into the air::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: cuts all power to weapons ::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::hears the voice of the Ghost of the CO:: I like her idea ::looks for the escape pod::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: begins randomly shooting energy bolts at the living, accidentally hitting one of the other ghosts ::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Splays out her arms and legs in terror:: All: EEEEEEK! Oh Lord Hep ME!
CO_Hall says:
Ghost CO: Tell us what happened here so we can understand your desire to be left here.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
CEO: I believe that you are suffering from a medical disorder, perhaps I should bring you to sickbay and we can play doctor.
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
:: rushes out of engineering heading towards the nearest escape pod::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::wonders if his ghost combadge still works::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::Creates an illusion of a black hole in front of the escape pod::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
Ghost_CNS: Noooooo! Please Lord No! I'm an innocent Girl! Hep Me!
CO_Hall says:
:: gets his phaser pointed at the rope and squeezes off a stun shot.::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: changes back to her gorgeous self and floats in front of the Captain ::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::disappears with the CEO and then reappears in front of the ghost CO with the CEO in his hand::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO:  DO you truly want to know??
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::opens up the escape pod's hatch and climbs in::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
GHOST CO/CO: Oh hi. ::winks still holding the CEO in his hands floating::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Shrieks at the transport and Shrieks again at the Second Ghost::
CO_Hall says:
:: Looks at the vision of loveliness.:: Ghost CO: Yes I would.
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::grabs the EO and materializes with him on the bridge::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO: Very well Captain.  We were boarded by a tribe of mutant llamas.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
All: Look it’s a happy ghost and human family.
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::looks around on the bridge:: All: Hey... you told me to get the hell out of here... I was in the escape pod... let me get out !!!
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO:  They slaughtered all hands.  There was no suffering, but there was also no one left living.
CO_Hall says:
Ghost CO: Mutant Llamas?
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::drops the CEO and floats up next to the Ghost CO and whispers:: GHOST CO: Why are you telling him? ::shoots a beam of wax into the human CO's ears::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO: Yes.
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::Laughs and turns to a yellow yello::
CO_Hall says:
Ghost CO: That's uhm! Interesting.
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: changes into the semblance of the mutant llamas :: CO:  This is what they looked like.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::grabs the human CO and disappears with him and then reappears with him in the bridge::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::lifts up and lands in the EO's face::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
Self: Grossss !!!!!!
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
GH_CNS:  Stop that will ya!
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
GH_CNS:  I am trying to talk here.
CO_Hall says:
:: Sees the change and shudders.:: Self: Yech!
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
GH_CO: Hey, I want to play.
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Edges over to flight control and grabs the phaser from under the console, panting in panic::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
CO: Having fun yet?
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: changes back  and shoots an energy bolt at the CEO and makes the phaser in her hand look like a snake ::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Opens up the casing and quickly begins to adjust the phaser emitter setting:: Self: Lord gives me Strength!
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::disappears in a loud laughter and smoke::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: shoots an energy bolt at the GH_CNS ::
CO_Hall says:
Ghost CNS: What fun is there in being captive?
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Shrieks and flings the snake from her::
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Begins to babble in abject terror::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
CO: I dunno you tell me. Do you know what I once was, and honorable Commander and CNS, and then llamas took that away from me, I want revenge!
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO: There was no suffering, oh wait, I already said that.  Most of the crew moved on to the next life.  I could not bear to leave my ship.  As for the GH_CNS, well, you go figure that one.
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
GH_CNS:  Yes, but it was the llamas, not these humans.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
GH_CO: Figure what out!
Host SM_Greg says:
ACTION: The CEO successfully configures the phaser to cause minor harm to the ghosts
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::reappears as a llama right next to the Ghost CO::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
GH_CO: So I will take it out on them. ::looks at himself knowing that he is now an illogical Vulcan::
CO_Hall says:
Ghost CO: Yes that's what we came here to find out.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::throws a bolt at the CEO shooting the snake out of her hand::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
GH_CNS:  you are being completely illogical.  Get a grip on yourself man!
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Jumps and farts thunderously as the bolt strikes::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO:  So be it.  If that is what you wanted to know, then you have found out.  Now, leave.
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
CO: Muuhhhhh ..... GhostCO: You should try this ... this is fun...
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
GH_CO: Why there is no meaning. ::throws a bolt at the human CO throwing him into a door::
CO_Hall says:
Ghost CO: Now that we know, is there some way we can help you move on to the next level?
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
CEO: Couldn't you hold it.
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
CO:  Just leave me to my ship.
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::sneaks off the bridge and head to the escape pod::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
CO: Upps ... I mean miau ... hang on ... wuff... no ... oink??
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
<heads>
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
GH_CO: Well you are still my CO so I will stop on your orders.
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::opens the hatch AGAIN and sighs::
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::turns himself into a dog and then pees on the human CO's leg::
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
::realizes that the EO is gone and materializes next to him ::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
GH_CNS:  That is good that you remember that.
CEO_Lt_Oprah says:
::Sees the snake lying close and grabs it, points it's head at the GH_CO and squeezes it:: GH_CO: Eat Snake Grits!
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
:: unties all the humans :: CO: Leave now, while you can.
Ghost_CNS_Concord says:
::turns back to himself:: GH_CO: Of course ma'am.
Ghost_FCO_Gonzales says:
EO: boo... ::creates an image of a black hole inside the pod::
EO_Cadet_Fingers says:
::sighs:: Ghost_FCO: Your Captain say get... so I'm getting.. ::pushes the button to eject the pod::
Host Ghost_CO_Belyeu says:
ACTION:  All the humans make it off the ship before it vanishes
Host SM_Greg says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


